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In the Consistory Court of the Diocese of Blackburn

In the Matter of the Parish of St Mary the Virgin Eccleston, and

In the Matter of a Petition (No 80 of 2016) by Patrick Bernard Houston
and Louise Elliot to erect a headstone

Judgment
1 ProceedingsBy a petition dated 9th August 2016, Patrick Bernard Houston andLouise Elliott seek permission to erect a memorial over the grave oftwo family members, namely Geraldine Houston and KathleenHouston. The application is resisted by the incumbent, wardens  andPCC on the basis the proposal is outside the Churchyard Regulations.There are two subsidiary issues to consider. First, do the petitionersneed to show something exceptional before being given permission forsuch a proposal? Second, is it open to the Diocesan AdvisoryCommittee to change the advice it proffers to the parties and to me,and if so, in what circumstance? Consideration of these issues hasmade this judgment far longer than I would have wished.
2 BackgroundKathleen was Patrick’s mother, he being her only child.  She died in1989. Geraldine was his wife and the mother of their three children,Stephen, Louise (the other petitioner) and Simon. Geraldine died inJune 2014.3 The family originate from Northern Ireland, and more specifically, theSpringfield Road area of Belfast, which is synonymous in the minds ofmany people with ‘The Troubles’. Patrick and Geraldine relocated tothe Eccleston area in or shortly before 1983 when work becameavailable to him with a well-known manufacturing company. Kathleenjoined them in 1984 and lived in the family home until her death 5years later. The couple became involved with the local Working Men’sInstitute, and this played a large part in their social lives. Neverthelessthe family continued to nourish their cultural identity, so their Irishheritage remained strong and a source of pride.4 Following Geraldine’s death in 2014, and her burial in the same graveas her mother-in-law, the family allowed time to elapse for the graveto settle, and they then sought permission for their preferredmemorial from the parish priest, Fr. Andrew Brown. They hadapparently chosen this from a catalogue or other documentation madeavailable by Brent Stevenson Memorials, who are a well-known firm ofmonumental masons in the Blackburn diocese. Approval was notgiven, and it seems there were difficulties about a temporary memorialas well, although I do not intend to further enter into the details of theproblems that arose about that. Whatever they were, they are in thepast, and we are now concerned about a permanent memorial.



However, those earlier difficulties cannot have smoothed the path forwhat was sought later.5 Proposed DesignThe memorial is shown on a design from Brent Stevenson Memorials.The plinth is 3’ wide and 1’ 6’’ deep and made of speckled grey granite.The headstone itself is 3’ high at its highest point, and 2’ 10” wide.There is a Celtic cross on the left side, higher than the main part of theheadstone itself, which bears the following inscription:
In Loving Memory ofA Beloved MotherKATHLEEN HOUSTON- Granny H –1st Sept. 1906 -25th April 1989And A Dearly Loved WifeMother & GrandmotherGERALDINE HOUSTON- Gerry –28th Oct. 1949 - 8th June 20146 The material for the main part of the memorial is to be all honed, slategrey granite and the lettering painted dove grey. The base will bear theinscription “Roses Gaeilge in ghairdin mbe’arla”, in Gaelic script. InEnglish, this translates as “Irish Roses in an English Garden”, andsomeone ‘without the Gaelic’, but a little imagination, would I believenonetheless gather the thrust of the inscription, even if mystified bythe final word.7 Apparently the temporary cross that was proposed was also in a Celticformat, and this was, according to the petitioners, unacceptable to theparish priest as it was not the more normal shape that can be seenelsewhere within the churchyard.8 Originally the petitioners also asked for a particular ‘blue’ stone, whichFr. Brown also rejected. There are at least three other memorials madeof this particular stone to my certain knowledge. I recall there was aconsistory court hearing before me about the third one, two or threeyears ago. All three deceased commemorated by the three memorialswere members of one family. I permitted the family to have the samestone as had been used for the two other family graves. In the light ofFr. Brown’s objections to the choice of that particular type of stone, thepetitioners have instead opted for the stone I have described above.9 The objections raised to the proposed design that I have described,are as follows. The faculty form was endorsed to show that theIncumbent, Wardens and PCC did not support the application, with thewords“Not discussed by PCC as does not comply with Churchyard Regulations”.

(In my view, those are the very circumstances when the PCC’s opinion
should be sought.)



Public notices were exhibited from 3 September to 3rd October,including one attached to a wooden cross erected temporarily at thegrave.On 28 September the incumbent, Fr Andrew Brown, and Mr BrynleyDixon and Gillian Jamieson, the Wardens, wrote to the Registrar onbehalf of the PCC ‘formally objecting to the petition ……. on the
previously stated grounds which are summarised below’. (I have nominute of any later decision by the PCC as a body, but accept this letterwas sent following such a discussion).There is first a reference to the blue stone. I do not know when thispart of the proposal was withdrawn (and I find some difficulty withthe dates on various documents) but, as I say, it is not now pursued bythe petitioners.
‘The design is far from simple and the Celtic cross is dominant which
would (draw attention to it in the churchyard. It would not blend in with
other memorial stones (Reg 3.6.3 and 3.6.4).
The wording does not reflect a scriptural tribute which is what is
preferred and recommended (Reg 3.7.3 and 3.7.6)’.Letters in the usual format inviting submission of Form 5 were sent toFr Brown and the Wardens on 17 October, but no Forms werereturned.10 MemorialsLet me turn briefly to another matter, namely the basis on whichmemorials may be placed in a churchyard. The churchyard is andremains vested in the incumbent of the parish. Although parishionershave a right of burial in the churchyard of the parish (assuming it hasnot been closed and that there is still room), a right accorded also tothose who have their names on the church electoral roll, there is nocorresponding right to erect a memorial to the deceased person,however common that practice now is. Permission is always
required. Such permission would primarily be given by theChancellor, who has general responsibility for churches andchurchyards. If that always had to be sought from the Chancellor, thenthe process would be long, far too heavy and cumbersome, and wouldrequire consultation with the Diocesan Advisory Committee and theexhibition of Public Notices setting out details of the proposal, and ofcourse the payment of a faculty fee. It would probably be unworkablein practice. It would certainly be unnecessary, because the vastmajority of applications are uncontroversial and give rise to noproblems or opposition. So the practice of delegating authority to theparish priest to give permission in appropriate cases, has beenadopted throughout the various dioceses of the Church of Englandover many years.11 This is done by means of Churchyard Regulations. They are approvedby the Chancellor and generally relate, subject to any exemption oramendment, to all the churchyards of the churches in the diocese.They are intended to assist clergy, funeral directors and monumentalmasons, together with the families of deceased persons, by setting outlimits for memorials in relation to size, materials, design and other



details, within which the parish priest may give permission for the
proposed memorial. If however the proposal falls outside those
parameters, then the priest has no authority to allow it, and
permission has to be sought from the Chancellor, as in this case.The simple process involves submission of the proposal includingdetails of the design by the family to the parish priest, and, if approvalis given, there are no fees to pay (for the approval itself), or otherformalities, and undue delay is avoided.12 Any application that has to be considered by the Chancellor, willtherefore in all probability be for something ‘outside’ the Regulationsin one or more respects, otherwise it would be approved by the parishpriest. (There may be marginal cases, or some aspect of the proposalsuch as the proposed inscription, where the parish priest hasconcerns, that lead to the application proceeding by way of a petitionfor a faculty, but the above statement generally holds good).13 If the Chancellor gives permission, (and is therefore in all probabilityapproving a proposal that lies ‘outside’ the Regulations), he or she is
not to be considered as thereby ‘breaking’ the Regulations by givingpermission. It is simply the original and basic means of obtaining thenecessary permission.14 Not every such petition will however be approved. The Chancellor willhave regard to the features that put it outside the Regulations, whichprovide in practice what most families want. But on what basis aresuch applications to be approached, in the individual case? Somechancellors in considering such requests have held there is somespecial burden or responsibility laid on an applicant for somethingthat is outside the parameters of the Regulations, so that some goodreason for allowing such a proposal needs to be demonstrated.15 Authorities Chancellor Stephen Eyre QC  in Church Lawford St Peter[2016] ECC Cov 3 in April 2016, repeated some observations from his2012 unreported decision in a case relating to Newchapel St James inthe Lichfield diocese, setting out his understanding of the properapproach when asked to approve a memorial ‘contrary’ to theChurchyard Regulations, as follows:
“21). ……..permission for a memorial which does not accord with the
Chancellor’s Regulations will not be given lightly. A powerful reason
must be shown before a faculty for such a memorial will be given. In Re
St Mary: Kingswinford [2001] 1WLR 927 Chancellor Mynors summarised
circumstances in which such faculty could be given thus (at paragraph
38): “ However at least some non-standard memorials will beapproved This is likely to be for one of four reasons. The first iswhere a proposal is for a specially designed memorial whichmay be non-standard, but which is a fine work of art in its ownright. Such proposals are indeed to be positively encouraged.The second is where a proposal relates to a category ofmemorial that may be suitable in some churchyards but not inothers, so that it would be inappropriate to issue a generalauthorisation. .....The third situation …….is where it is of a type,



which may or may not be desirable in itself, of which there areso many examples in the churchyard concerned that it wouldbe unconscionable to refuse consent for one more. The fourthreason for approval is where a stone might be aesthetically orotherwise unsatisfactory, but where there are compellingpersonal or other circumstances suggesting that a facultyshould nonetheless be granted.”16 At paragraph 22 of his judgment, Chancellor Eyre indicated thatthese were useful as examples of situations where a non-conformingmemorial might be approved, but they were in his view, illustrationsonly. ‘There will be circumstances…… where a convincing and powerful
reason of a kind different from those set out by Chancellor Mynors will
be established and the grant of a faculty will be justified.”At paragraph 23 he indicated a “powerful reason” is required “as a
matter of justice and  fairness to those who have erected conforming
memorials. There are many families and individuals whose personal
preference would be to have  a memorial to a departed loved one in a
form going beyond the Chancellor’s Regulations. In the vast majority of
cases such persons accept the approach laid down in the
Regulations…….In doing so they put aside their personal preferences and
accept a memorial in a form different from that which they would have
chosen if given a free hand. In many instances this will involve
acceptance of a memorial which they regard as second-best or otherwise
unsatisfactory and such acceptance will often be combined with a feeling
of unhappiness and distress. Such people would have a legitimate sense
of grievance if others (perhaps more articulate or forceful or with more
time, money or personal skills) were able easily to obtain faculties for
non-conforming memorials. Fairness to those who have reluctantly
complied with the Chancellor’s Regulations requires the Court to confine
exceptions to cases which are truly exceptional.”17 He goes on to stress the importance of individuals being able torely on the appearance of the churchyard remaining similar as amatter of legitimate expectation and the need for judgement in theindividual case in deciding whether a particular reason is ‘sufficiently
exceptional’. He also discusses instances where there are already anumber of non-conforming memorials. I note that his Regulations inCoventry diocese specifically require a ‘substantial reason’ to be shownto justify a non-conforming memorial.18 There is this to be said for this approach: setting the bar at thishigh level,  will tend to limit the number of applications to theChancellor for approval of non-conforming memorials veryconsiderably.19 Other Chancellors take a different approach to Chancellor Eyre.I find the decision of Chancellor Hill QC in Re St John the Baptist Adel
etc [2016] ECC Leeds 8 compelling. In approving two sets of



individually tailored Regulations for different churchyards, hetrenchantly refused to allow his newly-introduced Regulations in thediocese of Leeds to be seen as ‘normative’, which I take to mean, aswhat may be properly or appropriately introduced,  or in some senseas a standard for what may be allowed. He specifically refused to adoptcategories of exceptionality or something similar, as expressed in thevarious authorities to which he referred, when asked to approvesomething not within the terms of the Regulations.
20 Discussion of approaches to requests for memorials
outside RegulationsI consider that Chancellor Eyre’s approach exalts the Regulationsto too high a position. Such applications are not ‘contrary’ to theRegulations; they simply do not fall within the parameters laid down.The use of that word, with its implications of waywardness oropposition or something similar, sets the discussion off on a skewedbasis. There is no reference by the Chancellor to the fundamental andimportant fact that the purpose of Regulations is to create a simple,straightforward and inexpensive method by which permission for amemorial may be given, without the formality and expense of a facultyapplication.21 In order for the power to give permission to be delegated to theparish clergy, and to be applied fairly and consistently by differentindividuals in relation to different churchyards, the Regulations mustbe detailed, and draw lines, and thus they will seem perhaps over-strict to some. There is no magic for instance in dimensions of acertain size being laid down, as compared with a stone an inch largerin some direction, but if Regulations are to serve their primarypurpose, then lines have to be drawn. The clergy must know whetherthe proposal before them is within their authority to grant. A directionthat a memorial must not be ‘too large’ or ‘unwieldy’, would beimpossible to administer fairly, and would give rise to differences ofview between one priest and another, and in regard to one churchyardand another.22 As the Regulations are designed primarily to define the scope ofor circumstances in which permission for a memorial may be given bythe parish clergy, inevitably the Chancellor will wish to ensure thatnothing is permitted that will detract from the church building, manyof which are listed as buildings of special artistic, architectural andhistoric merit requiring protection, as part of the national heritage, orbe likely to create problems for or with other families with gravesnearby, by reason of the size, design, material, or other features of theproposal. That I believe is the limit of good taste or design that can beread into Regulations.23 Objections to a proposal outside the Regulations, often take theform of arguments that it is too large and extravagant, or tooornamental, or that it does not fit in with other memorials in thechurchyard, or somehow ‘shows off’, and boasts of wealth or



extravagance. Those arguments will be weighed by the Chancellor incoming to a decision. He or she is not bound to approve a ‘non-conforming’ proposal. Judgement is required in considering the natureof the proposal, the force of objections made (if any), and all therelevant circumstances.24 Regulations therefore tend to what may be seen asconservative, and lead to what is ordinary, monotonous or bland in theeyes of some. Because the Chancellor retains the power to authorise‘non-conforming’ applications, other special or ‘different’ orcraftsman–designed proposals may still be authorised. It is vital tograsp that the Regulations do not mark the outer limits of what may beauthorised. They are not like Regulations setting out what behaviour isnot allowed in a public park or the carriage of a train. They areessentially intended to allow something to happen which otherwisewould not be possible, namely a means to provide an inexpensive andinformal method of obtaining permission for a specific memorial to beerected.25 I think most families are happy enough with what theRegulations allow, (although recent experience shows that the denialof photographic representations of the deceased can be a realdisappointment). They are largely a matter of practicality rather thanlaying down artistic limits or what amounts to good taste, which israther what the approach of Chancellor Eyre suggests. The image ofnumbers of families being dissatisfied by what they were told theycould have, and of increased dissatisfaction if others obtain somethingmore, does not resonate with my experience. Using dissatisfaction bysome (despite their reluctant acceptance of the limits in theRegulations), as a justification for compelling adherence by others tothe Regulations, save in exceptional cases, seems a ratherunsatisfactory basis for being so restrictive. It is not to be assumedthat anything ‘outside’ the Regulations somehow falls below anappropriate standard.26 That does not mean that in giving approval to such a proposal, itis in every respect what the Chancellor would himself choose as amemorial for a member of his or her own family. The Chancellor doesnot have to ‘like’ the overall design. The memorial is being chosen bythe family and is their way of remembering and honouring thedeceased. It is ‘their’ memorial, not the Chancellor’s.27 It will be clear therefore that I too dissent from the view thatsome particular level of justification has to be shown for a proposal‘outside’ the Regulations.28 In further support of this wider approach, I note there is nostatutory basis for creating Churchyard Regulations, from which wecould discover their intended purpose(s). They are essentially acreation of the Chancellors themselves over the years. There is noreason to suppose that Chancellors as a body or individually have anyparticular expertise in judging what is good design or good taste, in thematter of memorials. I dare say that in most dioceses the DAC isconsulted, and possibly other interested parties, including some



representative(s) of memorial masons in the area or nationally, beforethe final terms of the Regulations are adopted, but I repeat thatRegulations relate primarily to the issue of the limits of the authorityto be delegated, rather than wider questions of taste and acceptability.29 Conclusion on this issueIt seems to me necessary only that the Chancellor considers aproposal for a memorial outside the Regulations to be suitable, havingregard to the size, material, design and so on. In doing that, theRegulations provide a good starting point.
30 Position of DACThere is a particular further difficulty that arises in this case.Because this application is proceeding by faculty, the chancellor isrequired to seek the advice of the Diocesan Advisory Committee,before coming to a decision. This is a statutory body made up ofexperienced clergy, including the archdeacons, architects and otherswith special knowledge of historic buildings and their problems. Theyhave access to specialists with knowledge of bells, stained glass,furnishings and so on. Their role is particularly important where theproposals are for large reordering or repair schemes in historicbuildings, but their advice must also be sought even in a case like this.What steps they take by way of consideration of the proposal beforeformulating their advice to me, are essentially a matter for theCommittee. Essentially they will ‘Recommend’, ‘Not Oppose’, or‘Object’. In this case they have, to put it bluntly, changed their minds.31 When originally the matter was considered by them, in December2016, following a request by me when initially I saw the papers, theMinutes of their meeting said this:‘The Committee would have liked to have sight of a PCC resolution and
an opinion from the Incumbent with regard to the memorial headstone.

The Committee agreed no objection to the proposed memorial
headstone”.I had of course had the views of Fr Brown and the PCC available to me,and I took no steps to respond to the implicit request of the DAC to beprovided with that information.32 Following the January meeting of the Committee, the VenerableMark Ireland, the Archdeacon of Blackburn, visited the churchyardwith the parish priest. This visit came following a request from theincumbent, as noted at item 6 in the Minutes of 13 January 2017. I hadalready been made aware that the DAC had been asked by him to lookagain at their original advice, and had been asked not to rule on theapplication until that had taken place, and that has resulted in somedelay before this judgment could be finalised.33 In an email from the DAC secretary to the Registrar, and dated25th January, subsequently made available to me, the followingappears:Archdeacon Mark visited Eccleston Churchyard last Monday after theDAC meeting on Friday. Please see his reply below.



“I visited Eccleston churchyard on Monday with the vicar. Having
looked carefully at the proposed design and the surrounding
gravestones I am persuaded that we should support the Reverend
Andrew Brown in his objection to the faculty application.

The vicar has tried to apply the churchyard regulations issued by
the Chancellor as fairly as he can in a situation where before his
arrival there was considerable laxity in their application. Given
that he was asked by my predecessor and by the DAC to tighten
up the application of the regulations in the churchyard, and that
this application fails to meet the regulations on three key points,
and that the vicar has tried very hard (without success) to reach a
pastoral accommodation with the family, I feel that the DAC
should also object to their application.

If I had known that the vicar had objected to the application when
it was previously discussed by the DAC I would have certainly
supported his objection. “I  (NB this is a reference to the DAC secretary, not the Chancellor) havespoken to the DAC Chairman about this and he has said that it wasclear at the last meeting that the Committee did not want to supportthis memorial in the first place but it was felt that there were so manygravestones outside regulations that it seemed that the DAC shouldnot be seen as being especially difficult if the battle had been lost andnobody else was objecting so far as the Committee were aware, whichwas why the DAC said we would like to have the vicar and PCC' sviews.(Extract of minutes below and previously sent).The Chairman thinks that everyone was clear what the outcome wouldbe once the Archdeacon had spoken to the Vicar and explained.Therefore, with the above said “the DAC support the Archdeacon
and the Vicar in objecting to the faculty application of the
memorial headstone”.
34 The DAC has thus moved from a position of not objecting, to one of
opposition. I confess to some concerns about this. I am not going into the
matter in detail, but the following questions arise.a) Is it open to the DAC to alter its advice, and if so, on what basis mayit do so?Can it do so simply on the basis it feels that, on further reflection, itsprevious advice was mistaken, or must there be some new factor nowarising in the situation that was not previously known about?35 I have not known this situation arise before in 35 years asChancellor. The DAC advice must be sought under the FacultyJurisdiction Rules 2015 before a decision is made. It is clearlysomething that is important and will be relied on by those involved in



the proceedings. I have not of course heard argument about this, butunless I were to be told a particular decision was mistakenly recordedin the Minutes, then probably different advice should only be tendered
later, if some new factor is discovered. Otherwise confusion anduncertainty will arise. As far as I can see, the only new factor is theattitude of Fr Brown being made clear to the DAC by the Archdeacon’svisit. But that gives rise to a second question.36 b) How far is the attitude of the incumbent relevant to the advicethe DAC offer? It does not add to what I know now, (and in fact alreadyknew) before I obtained the DAC’s advice about his stance in regard tothis application. But suppose it were a case where he simply said: ‘the
application is for something outside the Regulations, and is therefore
something I cannot approve – it is a matter for the Chancellor. I do not
feel sufficiently strongly about it to object myself; it is up to him.’ Whatare the DAC going to do in those circumstances without a ‘steer’ fromthe incumbent? Will they object simply because it is outside theRegulations? That would take me no further.37 What I need on these occasions is not a repetition of the stance ofthe incumbent, but an independent evaluation by the DAC, through
its representatives, of the artistic and other features of the
application (for good or bad) in the context of the churchyard in
question. The incumbent has ample other opportunity to make hisviews known, as he has in this case.38 There seems to be a misunderstanding of the purpose of theRegulations in the Archdeacon’s note, which is also held by theincumbent. I have tried to deal with this in the earlier paragraphs ofthis decision, but I confess to no great optimism that stating thosepurposes as clearly as I can on this occasion will have any greatersuccess than on the many previous occasions when I have done so.38 Archdeacon John Hawley was the previous Archdeacon ofBlackburn. In the period before his retirement, he became increasinglyconcerned about those churchyards throughout the diocese wheresome clergy were failing to comply with the Regulations then existing,
by only approving those applications where they came within the limits
laid down. Otherwise applicants needed to seek a faculty from the
Chancellor. In many churchyards, things had been allowed todegenerate into an ‘anything goes’ culture, and in others, theRegulations were applied very loosely. The Archdeacon thereforepressed for a revision of the former Regulations, which could be usedas an opportunity for a wake-up call to all clergy to apply the newRegulations properly, and he took the initiative in undertaking thatrevision. In the event, with, I recall, some minor revisions by me, thenew Regulations – the current ones - were approved by me.39 But ‘tightening up the Regulations’ as Archdeacon Mark puts it,should mean and should only mean that the incumbent approvesapplications that fall clearly within them, and should not be tempted to‘stretch’ them. Any other applications must go to the Chancellor. It is assimple as that.
40 Objections to the petitioners’ proposal



Fr Brown refers to and relies on the following Regulations in hisobjection:
3.6.3 The following are not permitted: curbs (sic), railings…..open books,
bird baths, pictorial etchings, memorials in unusual shapes (such as a
harp, heart or teddy bear), ….or photographs. If the incumbent feels that
the design is not appropriate…… the applicant has the right to apply for
a faculty.

3.6.4 Simple decorative carving may be allowed provided that the design
is submitted to the incumbent, but in such cases the Incumbent may
require an application to be made for a faculty.He says:’ The design is far from simple and the Celtic cross is dominantwhich would draw attention to it in the churchyard. It would not blendin with other memorial stones’. His later comment of 12 February2016 in red adds ‘ This is the same design as before so my objectionremains’.So this first objection is about a number of things: the positioning ofthe Celtic cross, which is to the left of the design, and is therefore to beconsidered an ‘unusual shape’ and ‘far from simple’, ‘dominant’ and‘would not blend in’. So there is also a complaint of asymmetry andalso a dislike of a Celtic design with the circle of pierced stoneintersecting the arms of the classic cross shape. Also the use ofdecorative carving on the cross itself in a way shown on the otheractual instance of this design in the churchyard, at Annex C of thepetitioners’ submissions, is criticised.41 Next he relies on the following Regulations in relation to theinscription:
Inscriptions
3.7.3

 The object of epitaphs is ‘to identify the resting-place of the
deceased, to honour the dead, to comfort the living and to inform
posterity’.

 They should therefore be simple and relevant.
 Nick-names are not considered suitable and if a scripture text is

used it is unnecessary to give the reference.
 Quotations may be taken not only from the Bible; the Prayer

Book, hymns, poetry and prose are all suitable sources so long as
the quotation is consistent with Christian belief.

 It should be borne in mind that not all phrases which express
present grief will read well in say, thirty years’ time.(NB  I have split up this single paragraph into its constituent parts.)

3.7.6   Appropriate familial terms of endearment may be allowed at the
discretion of the incumbent following consultation with the relevant
Archdeacon.



Fr Brown says: ’The wording does not reflect a scriptural tributewhich is what is preferred and recommended. His later comment inFebruary 2016 adds ‘The tribute has merely been translated into Irishlanguage which is no clearer as a Christian tribute, so my objectionremains.’ ‘Fundamentally this is the wrong design of memorial for ourchurchyard; we need a simpler tablet headstone with no explicitdesign integral to the overall shape or engraved into the headstone.’
42    DiscussionThis is not a military cemetery where all gravestones are of a similarshape. Some variety of shape and design is to be expected andwelcomed. The dimensions are within the limits set out in Regulations3.5.1 and 3.5.2. The overall height is a full 12” below the maximumallowed.There is nothing in the Regulations to require symmetry of shape,although many families opt for that. It should not be imposed. Notevery asymmetrical stone would be acceptable. Asymmetry is not avirtue in itself, but neither is symmetry. The degree of ‘unusualness’ inthis deign will strike individuals differently. It is not one of thoseshapes that is popular for a while, before becoming passe’, like a heartor open book, which look rather odd when frequently repeated andcease to have any singular quality about them.Making the cross ‘dominant’, the supreme Christian symbol as it is, ishard to criticise. Other Celtic crosses appear already in the churchyard,as the photos supplied demonstrate, although there are not manycompared with the simpler classic shape.43 The Runic type of motif engraved into surface of the cross seemsto me part and parcel of what is usual or expected with this design ofcross, although not universal. In other words, there are plain Celticcrosses.44 As to the inscription, only parts of 3.7.3 need to be addressed.This epitaph seems to me to fulfil the stated objects of an epitaph. It issurely simple and straightforward.Full names are given, ie John Miller not ‘Dusty Miller’. ‘Granny H’ issurely an acceptable familial term of endearment under 3.7.6. ‘Gerry’ isa diminutive of Geraldine, and is either a nickname or familial term ofendearment, although the latter is primarily intended to coverdescriptions like ‘Gran’ or ‘Nanny’ or ‘Grandad’ or things like that,rather than insisting on ‘Grandmother’ or ‘Grandfather’. If it is a nick-name, at least we do not have to guess what the full name is, andwhere that is given, surely the usual pet-name for the individualshould not be disallowed. It is nick-names like ‘Shorty’ or ‘Buzz’ whichcause problems.45 I do not believe the Regulations give preference to Biblicalquotations, let alone recommend such. The other suggested sourcesare not exhaustive, nor does an epitaph have to reflect someone else’swords. The quotation (or wording) is to be ‘consistent’ with Christianbelief; it does not have to be overtly supportive, but must not beundermining. The suggested wording here is not inconsistent withsuch belief, and the reference to Ireland does something to give an



indication of ‘where’ (the two deceased) ‘lived’, as suggested at the endof 3.7.2. It is rather more interesting and significant than the frequentindication on older memorials of local worthies along the lines, ‘ofManor Hall, Bricktown’ or something similar. While notrecommending the use of a foreign language as such, its use does notstrike me as unacceptable in this case.46 I simply do not understand what Fr Brown means by ‘a simpletablet headstone with no explicit design integral to the overall shapeor engraved into the headstone’. If he wants to restrict memorials onlyto a flat surface with no decorative features, then he is going waybeyond the limitations in the Regulations.47 Fr Brown considered this memorial and inscription were notwithin the Regulations for this diocese. He is obviously anxious touphold the Regulations for this churchyard conscientiously, which is tobe applauded. However I cannot believe most clergy would have takenthe view he has, not from lack of attention or conscientiousness ontheir part, but simply because it would not overall strike them that theproposal fell outside the Regulations. Obviously some features of thelatter are more clear-cut than others. It is obvious if a proposal is for amemorial of a size outside the specific measurements laid down, or isof a stone of a kind not approved. Other things contain an element ofjudgement. Taking the view he did, he required the petitioners to seeka faculty.48 The only comment I have about the inscription is the use of an ‘&’between ‘Mother’ and ‘Grandmother’. That printing device is fine forthe titles of commercial institutions like Marks & Spencer, but here itshould simply be ‘and’. I do not direct the petitioners to change it, butinvite them to do so.
49 ConclusionFrom what appears above, it will be apparent that it is open to me toapprove the proposed memorial. It is not an appeal against Fr Brown’sview that the memorial lies outside the Regulations. I am not bound toonly allow something that is within the Regulations. The test I intendto apply, is to ask myself the simple question: In all the
circumstances, is the proposed memorial suitable? It is for thepetitioners to persuade me about that. I have no doubt the answer is
‘Yes’. I therefore approve the petition and a faculty will issue.Order accordingly.

John W. BullimoreChancellor22nd February 2017.


